Coordination Council – 12/1/16

In Attendance:

Jonathan Creamer – Cecil Transit     Wayne Winters – Transit Chief     David Trolio – Director of DCS
Evan Horgan – DTC                   Betsy Vennell – Town of North East     Mary Shelley – Town of Perryville
Peggy Markowitz – DTC                Tony DiGiacomo – CC Planning         Dorothea Phillips – CCDSS
Suzanne Kalmbacher – Transit         Penny Hamilton – CCHD                Karl Guldner – BCN
Lori Martin – CCHD                   Dave Gula – WILMAPCO                Robin Spurdle – United Way

Introductions:

Wayne – ATP and SCATA apps coming up / MTA wanting to meet with Dave about Transit Asset Management (MPO).

Showing the interactive map and new website

Will contact other agencies for info for TDP

Shuttle service is ready to move forward – need more drivers and vehicles

Hub Study – Ready for phase 2 – Dave expanded on this, settling scope before location, alternative fueling, DART troubles in finding a site

Bus bid – will be more generic in the future, bus bid had trouble because of specificity

Perryville – looking for more parking in the train area, putting in new shelters – need to get together with roads

West Cecil Health Center – looking for transportation for clients in far reaches of county

Demand Response – Managing the growing trip demand

Delaware had a service for RideShare that was more involved, contacted the businesses now in a reduced capacity – worth contacting

Karl – transportation to Ikea for employees/willing to work with commuters